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Re-use your existing SATA hard disks for immediate USB data storage

Looking for a low-cost 
way to use your existing 
hard disk from your old 
laptop or PC?

The new USB-HD2.5S is a stylish, 
aluminium manufactured enclosure for 
almost all 2.5 inch SATA interface hard 
disks as found in laptops or desktop 
computers using Windows(tm), Mac(tm) 
and many other systems besides.

Also compatible with the new 
generation of 2.5 inch SSD (solid state 
disk) drives*, the USB-HD.25S allows 
anyone, regardless of computer skills, to 
simply insert the hard disk in seconds.  
Tooling and cary pouch is also supplied.

Your convenience is our number one 
priority and as such the USB-HD2.5S is 
self-powered by the supplied USB2.0 data 
cable, so no messy power cables are 
required. Whats more, the aluminium 
housing is only slightly larger than your 
hard disk, so, its easy to fit in your pocket.

Ideal for all operating systems, its an 
ideal storage device for movies, digital 
music, photo’s and much more besides 
with the added benefit of compliance with 
integral and third-party backup apps such 
as Time Machine(tm).

2.5 inch

SATA Hard Disk

USB Enclosure

specifications:

HighSpeed USB2.0 - up to 480Mbps data transfers

Insert your existing 2.5 inch SATA hard disk in seconds

Stylish, compact aluminium design - silent in operation

Self-powered by USB data cable - no power cable needed

Supports both hard disk (HDU) and SSD (solid state disk)

No limit on storage capacity enclosure can support*

Ideal for Windows(tm), Mac(tm) OS X, Linux(tm) etc

Supports most third-party backup storage applications

Watch movies, listen to music  - and keep it in your pocket
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Flat-pack only

Your pocketable data storage solution - just add your own hard disk

Windows(tm)
USB storage

Mac(tm)
USB storage
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storage

Backup
& restoring

* Max height of HDU approx. 11mm

May depend on computer BIOS


